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Regulating Monopolies Workshop - 14th September 2015

Agenda item Timing

Introduction and overview of  the workshop 10.30

Session 1: Customer engagement and Outcomes 10.45

Session 2: Focussing on the longer term 11.45

Lunch 12.15

Session 3: Revealing Efficient Costs 13.00

Refreshments 13.35

Session 4: Risk & Reward - Approach to indexation of  price controls 13.50

Timetable for PR19, next steps and close 14.50
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Overview



Future challenges and opportunities
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Ofwat’s proposed principles for setting price controls
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Targeted price controls

Proportionate price setting

Effective incentives

Ownership, accountability and innovation

Flexibility and responsiveness

Transparency and predictability



Key Water 2020 questions Ofwat proposed in consultation
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WATER 2020

Customer Engagement: The Potential for Direct Negotiation
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What questions are we trying to answer?

How do we:

– encourage ongoing customer focus rather than Price review only?

– Align investor, management and customer interests?

– build on PR14 customer-focused approach?

– Give customers greater control in choosing the services they receive?
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Why Negotiation? 

• Traditionally companies are assumed to represent investors and regulators are assumed to protect 

customers     “a zero-sum game”   

• Negotiated settlement approaches  assume better outcomes when parties can come to an agreement 

that maximise their individual and common interests

• Here the role of the regulator is to facilitate the negotiation,  approve the final agreement, step-in if no 

agreement can be reached and/or where the company does not deliver on its agreement 

• The key prize for companies is legitimacy - a sustainable settlement which is agreed and advocated by 

customers over the full term of the agreement.   Reputational  costs of failure high

Regulated 

company 
Customer 

Negotiate 

directly 
Incentive to come to 

agreement 
Bargaining power 

Outside option: Determination by 

regulator 



Key Lesson - Process Design is Crucial

• Parties must be clear in advance where the regulator is prepared to step back 

and what are its “red lines”  (e.g. WACC, efficiency)

• Customer body must be empowered & independent

– Sufficient resourcing

– Access to independent comparative information at appropriate times

– Customer body will hold company to account for delivery post negotiation, 

and

– negotiation will be repeated in future

• Company should expect that fall-back determination will be a worse outcome

• But customer body should not expect fall-back to be necessarily better for 

customers

• Regulator needs to actively facilitate – and measure success on a procedural 

basis

• Will be a cultural challenge for all,  a step-by-step approach may be appropriate
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A potential approach for PR19
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A potential approach for PR19
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Methodology to include 

views on:

• Allowed returns

• Risk mitigation (including 

indexation)

• ODI expectations

• Frontier efficiency shift

• Real price effects

• Financeability tests

• Scope of negotiations

• Requirements for panels

Negotiation(s) to include 

views on:

• Future service levels

• Future costs of delivery

• Reward/penalty 

mechanisms

Panel to give views on:

• Application of AMP6 

rewards/penalties

• Company innovation 

around Ofwat’s 

methodology

RBR & Plan Comparison  

includes:

• Companies eligible for fast-

tracking

• Comparisons of:

• ODIS – scope & 

range

• Future costs

• Future service levels

• WTP

• Board assurance

• Quality of negotiation 

process

• History of delivery

• Confirmation of

• Allowed returns, 

frontier shift, RPEs, 

risk mitigants



Water 2020 workshop: 
Regulating Monopolies

Session 1 wrap up: 

Customer Engagement & Outcomes

Steve Hobbs

Senior Policy Manager

Consumer Council for Water

steven.hobbs@ccwater.org.uk



Customers’ expectations:

• Customers view it as important that they have an influence in 

business planning to help build trust and confidence.

• Customers support use of independent research and consultation 

to gather/measure their views.

• But…low levels of customer understanding of the industry, so 

‘outcome’ approach is welcome.

• Customers support use of CCGs as a platform for challenging and 

influencing companies’ customer engagement.

(Source: ‘Tide of Opinion – the Customer Voice Within the Price Setting Process’, Blue Marble for CCWater 2015)

CCWater’s thinking



Building on successful PR14 customer engagement:

• Continuing the customer conversation between price reviews –

understanding the diversity of customer views and the challenge of 

meeting their expectations.

• Diversity of companies’ engagement and research methods –

sharing good practice but no ‘one size fits all’.

• Testing plans and determinations for customer acceptability.

Looking at the long term:

• Customer views of ‘trade offs’ between the needs of current and 

future customers, and tracking changing opinions.

CCWater’s thinking



Customer input to outcome performance commitments and 

incentives:

• Customers’ views of  required service performance vs. upper 

quartile performance. Only limited comparability to show how a 

company compares to the rest of industry.

• Evidence of some customer resistance at PR14  to the concept of 

financial ODIs.

• Potential benefit of future ‘bespoke’ ODI customer research – as 

WTP does not necessarily measure customer support for incentives.

(Source: ‘A Step in the Right Direction – CCWater’s assessment of the 2014 Price Review’)

CCWater’s thinking



Today’s workshop discussion – new ideas/possible improvements?



Water2020 workshop on regulation 

Focusing on the longer term 

Andrew Walker

14 September 2015
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Trust in water



Wholesale water and wastewater  
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Trust in water

Some longer-term issues: 

• duration of price controls?

• does the price review process create incentives for 

undue cyclicality in investment/totex spending?

• should outcomes span more than one price control 

period?  



Duration of  price controls (1) 
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Trust in water

Pros and cons of increasing the duration of price controls …



Duration of  price controls (2)  
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Trust in water

In the context of a mature monopoly business there are 

clear advantages in LT price controls

• e.g. Ofgem’s approach of 8 year price controls for 

distribution networks    

• but Ofgem has tended to make greater use of 

mechanisms such as debt indexation, cost pass 

through and interim reviews  

• flexibility/responsiveness may be a significant issue at 

PR19 given initiatives to increase the scope for 

competition across wholesale value chains?        



Cyclicality in investment/totex spending (1)  
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Trust in water

A HM Treasury report, published in July 2012, noted that 

cyclical investment has been evident in the water sector 

since privatisation, leading to a stop-start cycle within the 

water sector supply chain 

At PR14 we introduced arrangements for transition 

spending:

• spending at the end of AMP5 was not counted towards 

CIS

• companies allowed to benefit from lower spending levels 

in AMP6

• only a limited subset of companies took advantage of 

these arrangements and in general the sums involved 

were modest    



Cyclicality in investment/totex spending (2)  
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Trust in water

Will the move to totex and the arrangements for transition 

spending be sufficient to reduce the undue cyclicality of 

spending? 

What more could reasonable be done?

In electricity transmission Ofgem has developed bespoke 

arrangements for strategic wider works potentially allowing for 

the funding of very large  projects separately from the main 

price review

Possible in water/wastewater sectors – but there would be 

complications e.g. implicit allowances in benchmarking models        



Outcomes spanning more than one regulatory period (1)   
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Trust in water

The July consultation paper both acknowledged the 

difficulties associated with engaging with customers on LT 

issues but also stressed the importance of such initiatives

It also raised the question as to whether the regulatory 

framework should require companies or encourage 

companies to commit to LT outcomes and performance 

commitments to

• reflect investment in long-lived assets

• incentivise changes in behaviour     



Outcomes spanning more than one regulatory period (2)   
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Trust in water

There are difficulties with LT commitments and the price 

control framework can reflect longer term objectives even if 

incentives are reset at the price control review 

• customer preferences change and new information 

emerges over time undermining the case for static LT 

incentives

• if appropriate PCs and ODIs associated with the 

performance of long lived assets can rolled over at a 

price control review

The question is whether there are any aspects of behaviour 

that are exceptions and require pre-commitments to 

specific levels of incentives for longer periods?          



Key questions for discussion and feedback   
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Trust in water

• Given the other changes that are being 
considered to the regulatory framework 
will it be practicable to also extend the 
duration of the wholesale price controls?

Extending the 
duration of wholesale 

price controls?

• Is this still a problem?

• Are there further changes to the 
regulatory framework that should be 
considered?

Dealing with the 
cyclicality of 

investment/totex?

• Are there aspects of behaviour that 
require pre-commitments for longer 
periods than the duration of a wholesale 
price control? 

Outcomes spanning 
more than one 

regulatory period? 

What else is important for the regulatory framework to have a 

sufficiently LT focus?



THE DURATION OF 

PRICE CONTROLS:

TO CHANGE OR NOT TO 

CHANGE?

Crawford Winton

12/10/2015



Length of control period in other sectors:

• Scottish Water: 6 years

• UK Energy (RIIO): 8 years with 4 year limited review

• England & Wales Water Non Household Retail: 2 years

The issues:

• Reconciling long term investments with short term price controls

• For 3 years out of 5, companies and regulators focus on the Price 

Review

• National Environment Programme on a 7 year cycle

• Reviews coincide with General Elections
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NORTHUMBRIAN WATER: DURATION OF PRICE CONTROLS

PRESENTATION FOR WATER 2020 WORKSHOP (SEPT 2015)



Reasons for keeping the control duration at 5 years

1. Legitimacy with customers and investors (e.g. timing of corrections)

2. Linking performance to rewards & penalties

3. Risk and cost of capital

4. Certainty over investment programme requirements

5. Smaller adjustment to avoid cliff edge bill changes

Possible mitigations to allow a longer duration include: 

• In period rewards/penalties (e.g. in period ODIs)

• More idoks or similar in-period revenue adjustments
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NORTHUMBRIAN WATER: DURATION OF PRICE CONTROLS

PRESENTATION FOR WATER 2020 WORKSHOP (SEPT 2015)



Reasons for extending the control duration beyond 5 years

1. Increased incentives & opportunities for efficiency

2. Increased tariff certainty

3. Dampening the regulatory cycle

4. Reduced regulatory burden and administration costs

5. Less management focus on reviews, more on delivery
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NORTHUMBRIAN WATER: DURATION OF PRICE CONTROLS

PRESENTATION FOR WATER 2020 WORKSHOP (SEPT 2015)



Other options – separation of controls

Individual controls could have different lengths or the same length but 

different timings (staggered)

Typically, you might expect networks to have longer controls than retail

Control separation could make integrated planning and customer 

consultation more difficult (e.g. financeability, customer bills)

Greater control separation might highlight issues over cost allocation and 

shared costs.
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One possible way forwards?

The 25 year Water Resource Management Plan is an established,

credible form of long term infrastructure planning in the context of shorter

term control periods.

Could a similar approach be adopted for Water Treatment and

Distribution strategic planning, along with a Sewerage equivalent?

These 25 year Infrastructure Plans, whilst not binding for any specific

Price Control, would be recognised as the context for Company Business

Plans and Ofwat’s efficiency challenges.

In this way, we might get transparent long term planning demonstrated

whilst preserving the benefits of shorter term controls.
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Trust in water

The choice of inflation indexation measure for 

future price controls: RPI versus CPI.

Regulation workshop: 14th September 2015
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Inflation is an important component of  the regulatory framework

Trust in water

Compensation for inflation, in some form, has been an important part of 

most economic regulatory frameworks, dating back to the 1980s.

At the time, this was done to help develop a “low risk” environment 

necessary to attract substantial long-term investment. 

Whilst the RPI-X model has evolved considerably, compensation for 

inflationary pressure remains a key component of price controls across a 

range of sectors.

It has also remained a core part of Ofwat’s approach:

• indexation of nominal RCV; and

• used to set a real terms WACC.

To date, the inflation measure we have applied is RPI.  The purpose of 

this session to set out the issues associated with considering whether that 

is still appropriate.



Should we 

change 

inflation 

measure? If 

so, how and 

when?

There are four overarching issues we need to consider.

Trust in water
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RPI is losing legitimacy

A change in measure 

could have short term

bill impacts

Investor concern that 

any change would 

lower long term returns

Existing debt is indexed 

to RPI – costs may 

arise

1 2

3 4



RPI is losing legitimacy – creating pressure to change…

Trust in water
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“statistically flawed”… and that… “Government 

and regulators should work towards ending 

the use of the RPI as soon as practicable…. 

no taxes, benefits or regulated prices should 

be linked to the RPI.”

In 2013 the ONS launched a review regarding the production of consumer 

price statistics.  

The results of the review, led by Paul Johnson, were published in January 

2015.  It stated that RPI is:

ONS consultation now open, closes in September, final report due 

early 2016.



… and other regulators have begun adopting CPI.

Trust in water
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• CAA applied CPI in 2011 control for National Air Traffic Services (NATS). 

• Ofcom has use CPI in relation to a number of controls:  

• From 2014 it began applying CPI in relation to BT’s wholesale line 

rental, local-loop unbundling and wholesale broadband access 

charge caps.  

• In relation to mobile, in September 2014 Ofcom indicated that they 

are minded to set annual license fees for 900MHz and 1800MHz 

spectrum on an CPI basis.

• WICS moved away from RPI to CPI in its 2014 determination of Scottish 

Water’s price controls.

• Across all the above, important to note: (i) important differences to water; 

and (ii) application of CPI differs.



In principle: any move value neutral, but short term bill impacts.

Trust in water
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If considered from a nominal perspective, overarching principle should be 

that any move (from RPI to CPI) will be value neutral for companies and 

customers.  As CPI < RPI….

• RCV rises more slowly over time (reduces bills and returns);

• Real WACC would be higher (increases bills and returns).

But, we recognise that there is a timing issue – with short term bill impacts 

/ higher returns (precise impact depends on assumptions).
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…but investors may worry that it will not be value neutral…

Trust in water
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OFWAT would not 

“permit” large short 

term bill increases

Customer 

communication 

challenge for Ofwat

1 2

“You have higher bills because 

we have changed our inflation 

measure, and the measure we 

are using has a lower rate of 

inflation than the one we 

previously used(!)” 

Size of initial impacts is 

sufficiently large to pose a 

question as to how credible a 

future regulatory settlement 

would be.

+

=
Ofwat will (unconsciously) make offsetting 

adjustments to limit short term bill increase, but 

will retain subsequent bill and revenue reductions

3

Investor 

concern



Existing debt is linked to RPI – this raises additional issues.

Trust in water
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Water companies have considerable 

levels of index linked debt, although 

the extent of this varies and it is 

more prevalent within WOCs than 

WaSCs

Moving from RPI to CPI would mean 

companies bear the risk that 

revenues change at a different rate 

to debt indexation/costs.

This risk can be hedged, but it is not 

costless.



...but arguably a move to CPI could lower overall long-term risk.

Trust in water
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CPI is not only lower than RPI but, 

as shown in the chart, is less 

volatile.

This may be relevant because, 

were CPI volatility to better reflect 

cost risk than RPI, a move to CPI 

would be risk-reducing.

In practice, no aggregate price 

index will closely reflect actual cost 

inflation risk in the sector.

However, initial evidence suggests 

CPI likely to be somewhat of a 

better proxy.
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Questions for discussion today

Trust in water
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Should Ofwat 
change from RPI 

indexation?

What are the 
benefits of moving 

from RPI?

e.g. improved 
legitimacy of inflation 

measure

What are the costs 
of moving from 

RPI? 

e.g. hedging costs

How should any 
change be 

implemented?

Phased or 
immediate 

implementation?

e.g. applied only to 
new RCV

e.g. immediate switch 
but with PAYG rates / 
run off rates to reduce 

bill impact 

Timing - PR19 

or later?

Are there benefits in 
implementing the 

change later?

How to maintain 
stakeholder trust 
and confidence in 
water regulation?

How should Ofwat 
demonstrate NPV 

neutrality?

How should the 
industry manage 
any customer bill 

impacts?

Are there any other  

questions that we should 

discuss?



Trust in water
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Timetable for PR19, 

next steps and close



Timetable and next steps

Trust in Water 2

Provides additional time between :

• publishing the methodology statement and companies' submission of business 

plans; and 

• submission of business plans and our final determinations.

Time for Ofwat, companies and stakeholders to consider the issues, and to allow 

additional time for further engagement with customers. 



Final Comments

Trust in Water 3
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